Saltatory conduction requires high-density accumulation of Na⁺ channels at the nodes of Ranvier. Nodal Na⁺ channel clustering in the peripheral nervous system is regulated by myelinating Schwann cells through unknown mechanisms. During development, Na⁺ channels are first clustered at heminodes that border each myelin segment, and later in the mature nodes that are formed by the fusion of two heminodes. Here, we show that initial clustering of Na⁺ channels at heminodes requires glial NrCAM and gliomedin, as well as their axonal receptor neurofascin 186 (NF186). We further demonstrate that heminodal clustering coincides with a second, paranodal junction (PNJ)-dependent mechanism that allows Na⁺ channels to accumulate at mature nodes by restricting their distribution between two growing myelin internodes. We propose that Schwann cells assemble the nodes of Ranvier by capturing Na⁺ channels at heminodes and by constraining their distribution to the nodal gap. Together, these two cooperating mechanisms ensure fast and efficient conduction in myelinated nerves.

INTRODUCTION

Rapid propagation of action potentials along myelinated axons depends on the high-density accumulation of voltage-gated Na⁺ channels at regularly spaced interruptions in the myelin known as the nodes of Ranvier (Waxman and Ritchie, 1993). Na⁺ channels exist in a complex with the cytoskeletal proteins ankyrin G and JLV spectrin (Berghs et al., 2000), as well as NrCAM and the 186 kDa isoform of neurofascin (NF186), two neural cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) that are enriched at the nodes (Davis et al., 1996; Lambert et al., 1997) and have been implicated in their molecular assembly (Custer et al., 2003; Sherman et al., 2005; Zonta et al., 2008). The nodal complex is formed by multiple molecular interactions between the axonodal CAMs and Na⁺ channels (McEwen and Isom, 2004; Ratcliffe et al., 2001) and by the simultaneous binding of these membrane proteins to ankyrin G (Kordeli et al., 1990; Lemaillet et al., 2003; Malhotra et al., 2000).

In the peripheral nervous system (PNS), direct contact between the axon and myelinating Schwann cells is necessary for clustering of the nodal complex (Arroyo et al., 2004; Ching et al., 1999; Dugandzija-Novaković et al., 1995; Saito et al., 2003; Scherer et al., 2001; Tao-Cheng and Rosenbluth, 1983), although the underlying mechanism is not clear (Pedraza et al., 2001; Poliak and Peles, 2003; Salzer et al., 2008; Susuki and Rasband, 2008). During development, Na⁺ channel clusters are first detected at heminodes located at the edges of each forming myelin segment (Ching et al., 1999; Schafer et al., 2006; Vabnick et al., 1996). With additional longitudinal growth of the myelin, these heminodal clusters approach each other until two neighboring heminodes fuse, giving rise to a focal node of Ranvier (Dugandzija-Novaković et al., 1995; Vabnick et al., 1996). Throughout this process, myelinating Schwann cells make contact with the axon at two distinct sites: the developing nodes and the adjacent paranodal axoglial junction (PNJ) (Poliak and Peles, 2003; Salzer et al., 2008; Susuki and Rasband, 2008). The PNJs flank the nodes of Ranvier and are formed by an adhesion complex consisting of the glial isoform of neurofascin (NF155) (Tait et al., 2000), and the axonal proteins Caspr (Peleś et al., 1997) and contactin (Rios et al., 2000). The PNJ was suggested to function as a barrier to exclude the nodal complex from the internodes (Pedraza et al., 2001; Rosenbluth, 1976). Analysis of mice with disrupted PNJs revealed that while these structures are not essential for the initial clustering of nodal Na⁺ channels, they may be important for the long-term maintenance of these channels at the nodal axolemma (Bhat et al., 2001; Boyle et al., 2001; Dupree et al., 1999). In contrast to the PNS, reconstitution of the PNJ in neurofascin null mice by glial expression of NF155 in the CNS is sufficient for clustering Na⁺ channels at the nodes of Ranvier (Zonta et al., 2008), further supporting a role for the PNJ in node formation. At the developing, as well as at mature PNS nodes, axoglial contact is formed between Schwann cell microvilli processes and the axolemma (Berthold and Rydmark, 1983; Gatto et al., 2003; Melendez-Vasquez et al., 2001;
This contact is likely mediated by the binding of the multimeric matrix protein gliomedin to both NrCAM and NF186 (Eshed et al., 2007; Eshed et al., 2005). Gliomedin is expressed by myelinating Schwann cells and is concentrated at the edges of the myelin unit with the initial clustering of NF186 and Na⁺ channels at heminodes (Eshed et al., 2007; Eshed et al., 2005). Furthermore, in vitro studies indicate that binding of gliomedin may cluster the axonal CAMs into higher-ordered oligomers, thereby facilitating the recruitment of ankyrin G and Na⁺ channels (Dzhashiashvili et al., 2007; Eshed et al., 2007).

To elucidate how Schwann cells control the clustering of Na⁺ channels along myelinated axons, we genetically eliminated the expression of gliomedin alone or in combination with other nodal and paranodal adhesion components. We show that gliomedin and NrCAM are glial components of PNS nodes and that together they mediate axon-glia interaction and clustering of Na⁺ channels at heminodes by interacting with axonal NF186. Moreover, we show that heminodal clustering of Na⁺ channels coincides with a second PNJ-dependent mechanism that constrains their distribution between two myelin segments. Thus, we propose that Schwann cells govern the assembly of PNS nodes by two independent, yet overlapping, adhesion systems to ensure fast conduction in myelinated nerves.

RESULTS

Heminodal Clustering of Na⁺ Channels Requires Gliomedin

To examine the role of gliomedin in the assembly of the nodes of Ranvier, we generated gliomedin null mice (Figure 1). Homozygous gliom⁻/⁻ mice display no overt neurological abnormalities and exhibit normal nerve conduction (see Table S1 available online). These mutant mice formed compact PNS myelin that was indistinguishable from the wild-type littermates, but displayed disorganization and impaired attachment of Schwann cell microvilli to the nodal axolemma (Figure 1). As Schwann cell microvilli were implicated in node formation (Gatto et al., 2003; Melendez-Vasquez et al., 2001; Occhi et al., 2005; Saito et al., 2003; Scherer et al., 2001), we examined the distribution of Na⁺ channels along myelinated axons.
channels in the developing sciatic nerves of wild-type and gldn<sup>−/−</sup> at P6, at a time when both nodes and heminodes can be detected (Schafer et al., 2006). We found that in wild-type nerves Na<sup>+</sup> channels were clustered in both mature nodes (i.e., nodes that are flanked by two adjacent Caspr-labeled PNJs) and heminodes, while in gldn<sup>−/−</sup> nerves these channels were absent from heminodes and were only detected in mature nodes (Figure 2A). In adult sciatic nerves of gldn<sup>−/−</sup> mice, Na<sup>+</sup> channels were colocalized at the nodes of Ranvier with NF186, NrCAM, ankyrin G, and β4 spectrin (Figure 2D). Caspr was present at the PNJ and Kv1 channels were localized at the juxtaparanodal region similar to wild-type nerves (Figure S1). As an additional experimental approach, we used myelinating Schwann-dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons cultures, which enable the monitoring of the detailed molecular assembly of the nodes in PNS axons (Eshed et al., 2005; Lustig et al., 2001; Melendez-Vasquez et al., 2001; Pedraza et al., 2001). In contrast to wild-type cultures, Na<sup>+</sup> channels, NF186, as well as ankyrin G and β4 spectrin were not colocalized at heminodes in gldn<sup>−/−</sup> myelinating cultures (Figure 2B). Notably, while both in vivo (Figure 2A) and in myelinating cultures of wild-type nerves (Figure 2B) heminodes appeared adjacent to Caspr-labeled PNJs, in gldn<sup>−/−</sup> nerves heminodes were absent near Caspr-positive sites, indicating that heminodal clustering is not the result of PNJ formation. We then counted the number of sites in which Na<sup>+</sup> channels were clustered near the edge of a myelin segment (Figure 2C). In gldn<sup>−/−</sup> the majority of Na<sup>+</sup> channels were either absent or diffused (gldn<sup>−/−</sup> culture 92%, nerve 81%) in comparison to wild-type nerves where they were clustered in more than 90% of the sites. These results demonstrate that gliomedin is required for clustering the nodal complex at heminodes during myelination.

**NF186 and NrCAM Are Required for Clustering of Na<sup>+</sup> Channels at Heminodes but Not for Their Accumulation in Mature Nodes**

The observation that clustering of the nodal complex requires gliomedin prompted us to examine whether this activity is mediated by its two axonodal receptors, NrCAM and NF186 (Eshed et al., 2005). We first examined sciatic nerves of nrcam<sup>−/−</sup> mice, in which Na<sup>+</sup> channel clustering in PNS nodes is delayed (Custer et al., 2003). Immunolabeling of teased sciatic nerves isolated from 6-day-old (P6) mice using antibodies to Na<sup>+</sup> channels, NF186 and gliomedin were all detected at heminodes (Figure 2B, Figure S2A). To examine the genetic ablation of the neuronal (NF186) and glial (gldn) isoforms of neurofascin leads to the disruption of both PNJs and nodes (Sherman et al., 2005). In line with these findings, nodes fail to form in myelinating cocultures of DRG neurons and Schwann cells isolated from nfasc<sup>−/−</sup> mice (Figure S2A). To examine
directly the role of NF186 in the assembly of PNS nodes, we determined whether Na⁺ channels accumulate at nodes in the absence of NF186 by coculturing DRG neurons isolated from nrcam⁻/⁻ mice with wild-type Schwann cells. In agreement with a recent report (Zonta et al., 2008), the expression of NF155 in myelinating Schwann cells promoted the full recovery of the PNJs, as demonstrated by immunolabeling for Caspr (Figure 3C). PNJ formation in these axons was accompanied by the accumulation of Na⁺ channels at the nodes together with all other components of the nodal complex (i.e., ankyrin G, βIV spectrin, and NrCAM) except NF186 (Figures 3C, 3E, and S2A and Table S2). However, similarly to gliomedin and NrCAM-deficient DRG cultures, in the absence of axonal NF186, Na⁺ channels were not clustered at heminodes (Figures 3C and 3D). To further determine the contribution of the axonal CAMs to the formation of mature nodes, we established myelinating cultures using wild-type Schwann cells and DRG neurons isolated from double null mice lacking both NrCAM and NF186 (Figures 3E and 3F). Taken together, these results demonstrate that gliomedin, NrCAM and NF186, are all required for developmental clustering of Na⁺ channel at heminodes. Furthermore, these results reveal the existence of an additional mechanism that enables the accumulation of Na⁺ channels in mature nodes independently of heminodal clustering and the axonodal CAMs.

Cooperation of NrCAM and Gliomedin as a Glial Signal for Heminodal Clustering
The requirement for both NrCAM and NF186 for Na⁺ channel clustering at heminodes by gliomedin is unexpected, given that both axonal CAMs bind gliomedin (Eshed et al., 2005) and could potentially bind ankyrin G through their remarkably similar cytoplasmic domains (Davis and Bennett, 1994). To further evaluate the exact role of each component of the nodal adhesion
complex in heminodal clustering, we first examined whether binding of gliomedin to axons requires both NrCAM and NF186. We found that the soluble extracellular domain of gliomedin (Gldn-Fc) bound to DRG neurons that had been isolated from wild-type, as well as from nrCAM−/− and nfasc−/−, but not from nrCAM−/− nfasc−/− double-mutant embryos (Figure 4A). Thus, NrCAM and NF186 are the only axonal receptors for gliomedin, and the presence of only one of these CAMs is sufficient for gliomedin’s binding to the axolemma. We next examined whether binding of gliomedin to axons lacking either NrCAM or NF186 could induce Na+ channel clustering. Gldn-Fc was incubated with DRG neurons isolated from wild-type, nrCAM−/− or nfasc−/− mice for 48 hr and then fixed and immunolabeled using an antibody to Na+ channels (Figure 4B). Na+ channel clustering was only detected along axons derived from wild-type and nrCAM−/−, but not those derived from nfasc−/− mice. Interestingly, in node-like clusters that formed by gliomedin in wild-type axons, we could not detect NrCAM using an antibody that recognizes its intracellular domain (Figure 4C), suggesting that the axonal form of NrCAM lacks this domain and is therefore unable to recruit ankyrin G and Na+ channels. Taken together, these results demonstrate that although both NrCAM and NF186 bind to gliomedin, only NF186 is able to recruit Na+ channels. In line with this observation, we found that Na+ channels do not cluster at heminodes in the absence of NF186, despite the presence of NrCAM and gliomedin at these sites (Figure S2B).

These results raise the question of what might be the role of NrCAM, which is expressed by a variety of neurons and glial cells (Grumet, 1997; Suter et al., 1995), in heminodal clustering. RT-PCR analysis revealed the presence of an NrCAM transcript in purified rat and mouse Schwann cells, as well as in DRG neurons (Figure 5A). Immunoprecipitation and western blot analysis of cultured Schwann cells using an antibody to the extracellular domain of NrCAM demonstrated that Schwann cells express both transmembrane and secreted forms of NrCAM (Figure 5B). This result is in line with previous observations detecting a cleavage product comprising the entire extracellular domain of NrCAM in the nervous system (Kayyem et al., 1992; Davis et al., 1996). Since both neurons and Schwann cells express NrCAM, we set out to determine the relative contributions of NrCAM expressed by each cell type to Na+ channels clustering at nodes and heminodes. In contrast to wild-type cultures, in nrCAM−/− cultures heminodes were not formed (see also Figure 3). Culturing Schwann cells derived from nrCAM−/− mice with wild-type DRG neurons, resulted in the appearance of normal nodes containing Na+ channels, NF186 and NrCAM (Figure 5C and Table S2). However, these molecules were not clustered at heminodes that were located along the same myelinated axon, demonstrating that NrCAM of neuronal origin is unable to promote Na+ channel clustering at heminodes. We next examined whether glial NrCAM is required for heminodal clustering of Na+ channels by coculturing DRG neurons derived from nrCAM−/− mice with wild-type Schwann cells. Remarkably, NrCAM, Na+ channels, NF186 and gliomedin were all present at heminodes (90% of sites, n = 160) in these cultures (Figure 5D). Immunolabeling of similar cultures with antibodies to the cytoplasmic and extracellular domains of NrCAM, revealed the presence of the transmembrane form of glial NrCAM at heminodes and mature nodes (Figure S3A). Finally, to determine whether NrCAM also affects the interaction of gliomedin with axons, we examined the binding of gliomedin to DRG neurons in the

Figure 4. Gliomedin-Dependent Na+ Channel Clustering Is Mediated by NF186

(A) Gliomedin binds to both NF186 and NrCAM. Binding of soluble Fc-fusion protein containing the extracellular domain of gliomedin (Gldn-Fc) to DRG neurons isolated from wild-type (wt), nrCAM−/−, nfasc−/− or double nrCAM−/− nfasc−/− mutant mice. The presence of neurons was monitored by immunolabeling for βIII-tubulin (shown at lower magnification in insets). Note the absence of Gldn-Fc binding to DRG neurons lacking both NF186 and NrCAM.

(B) Na+ channel clustering requires NF186 but not NrCAM. Gldn-Fc was mixed with Cy3-conjugated secondary antibody to human Fc, and incubated with DRG neurons for 48 hr before fixing. Binding of Gldn-Fc is shown in the upper panels, along with immunofluorescence labeling for Na+ channels (NaCh) and the merged images. Arrowheads indicate the absence of Na+ channel clusters in nfasc−/− neurons.

(C) NrCAM clustered by gliomedin lacks its intracellular domain. DRG neurons were incubated with Gldn-Fc as described above and then fixed and immunolabeled using an antibody to neurofilament (NFH) together with antibodies that recognize the extracellular (NrCAM-ECD), or intracellular (NrCAM-Cyto) domain of NrCAM. Arrowhead depicts the absence of the intracellular domain of NrCAM in the cluster. Scale bars, 10 μm.
presence or absence of the extracellular domain of NrCAM. While soluble NrCAM alone did not bind neurons, its presence enhanced the binding of gliomedin to these cells (Figure S3B). This effect was specific to NrCAM and was not observed using the extracellular domain of NF186. Taken together, these results demonstrate that NrCAM expressed by Schwann cells, rather than neurons, is required for Na⁺ channels clustering at heminodes. They further suggest that glial NrCAM plays a dual role in heminodal clustering by trapping gliomedin on the Schwann cell microvilli, and by enhancing its binding to NF186.

**Involvement of the PNJ in Node Formation**

Our results demonstrate that even in the absence of gliomedin (Figure 2), NrCAM (Figure 3B), or NF186 (Figure 3C), Na⁺ channels were eventually accumulated at mature nodes. One possible mechanism that could operate in the absence of heminodal clustering might be provided by the PNJ (Rosenbluth, 2009). This specialized axon-glial contact serves as a membrane barrier separating juxtaparanodal K⁺ channels from Na⁺ channels at the nodes but its role in the assembly of the nodes of Ranvier remains unclear. Myelinating DRG cultures lacking gliomedin, NrCAM or NF186, in which heminodes fail to form, allowed us to directly examine the role of the PNJ in the assembly of PNS nodes. As demonstrated in Figure 6A, in wild-type cultures Na⁺ channels were clustered at heminodes together with NF186, Na⁺ channels (NaCh) and gliomedin (Gldn). Scale bars, 5 µm. See also Figure S3.
Figure 6. The PNJ Restrict the Area Occupied by Na⁺ Channels between Two Myelin Segments

(A) Developmental stages of node formation. Myelinated Schwann cell/DRG neurons cultures obtained from wild-type (wt), gldn⁻/⁻ and nrcam⁻/⁻ mice, or myelinating cocultures consisting of wild-type Schwann cells and DRG neurons isolated from nfasc⁻/⁻ mice (nf186⁻/⁻) were labeled using antibodies to Na⁺ channels (NaCh), NF186, and MBP. Merged images of three different stages of the developing nodal gaps found in the same culture. Arrowheads indicate both heminodes and nodes. In the absence of either gliomedin, NrCAM, or NF186, Na⁺ channels are initially scattered between two distant myelin segments and then accumulate at mature nodes. Note that in gldn⁻/⁻ and nrcam⁻/⁻ cultures, NF186 is missing from the area occupied by scattered Na⁺ channels, but emerges later in mature nodes.

(B) Na⁺ channels invade the internodal region below the compact myelin in the absence of PNJ. Myelinated cultures of the indicated genotypes were immunolabeled using antibodies to Na⁺ channels (NaCh), Caspr (to mark the PNJ), and MBP (to label compact myelin). Images show examples of nodal gaps that are bordered by the PNJ only on one side. The location of the paranodes (p), nodes (n), and internodes (i) is marked by vertical dashed lines. Arrowheads marks heminodal clustering of Na⁺ channels in wild-type cultures.

(Hemimodal Clustering and the PNJ Provide Reciprocal Backup Systems for Node Formation

To test whether axoglial contact at both heminode and the PNJ contribute to the formation of the nodes of Ranvier, we generated gldn⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ and nrcam⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ mice. In agreement with previous reports (Bhat et al., 2001; Gollan et al., 2003), caspr null mice exhibit progressive neurological defects that were already apparent at P11, but nevertheless have a normal life span. Both homozygous gldn⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ and nrcam⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ mice exhibit dramatic proprioceptive and motor deficits that appear earlier (gldn⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ at P5-6, and nrcam⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ at P3-4) and are more severe than in the single caspr⁻/⁻ mutant mice (Bhat et al., 2001; Gollan et al., 2003; Table S1). Double nrcam⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ and gldn⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ mice died at P8 and P14, respectively. Sciatic nerves isolated from gldn⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ and nrcam⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ pups had myelin that was indistinguishable from their single mutant littermates or wild-type control animals (Figure S5A). However, in both homozygous mutants, Schwann cell microvilli were disorganized, did not attach the nodal axolemma and often penetrated the space between the paranodal loops and the axolemma (Figure S5A). Immunofluorescence analysis of P6 sciatic
Formation of Nodes of Ranvier in the PNS

Figure 7. Assembly of the Nodes of Ranvier Requires Axoglial Contacts at Nodes and Paranodes

(A) A reduction in Na⁺ channel clustering in gldn⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ and nrcam⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ mice. Longitudinal sections of P6 sciatic nerves isolated from the indicated genotypes, immunolabeled with antibodies to neurofilament (NFH) and Na⁺ channels (NaCh), Higher magnification of representative nodal sites lacking Na⁺ channels (arrowheads) in sciatic nerves of the double mutants is shown in the lower panels.

(B) Amount of Na⁺ channel clusters per field of view (FOV); error bars, SD of n = 15–20 fields for each genotype (**p < 0.001).

(C) Examples of nodal sites that formed in gldn⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ and nrcam⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ mice. P6 sciatic nerves isolated from wild-type (wt), gldn⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻, and nrcam⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ mice were immunolabeled using antibodies to neurofilament (NFH), Na⁺ channels (NaCh), and jil1 spectrin (jil1). Higher magnification of the boxed area is shown below each panel.

(D) Quantification of the areas occupied by Na⁺ channels colocalized with jil1 spectrin in the different genotypes; error bars, SD of n = 100 sites for each genotype (**p < 0.001).

(E and F) Nerve conduction velocity (NCV) is reduced in double mutant mice lacking Caspr and either gliomedin or NrCAM. Compound action potentials were recorded from sciatic nerves of P14 (E) or P7 (F) animals; error bars, SEM of n = 7 mice for each genotype (**p < 0.005). Scale bars: (A), 10 μm; (C), 5 μm. See also Figure S5.

nerves revealed that the total amount of Na⁺ channel clusters formed in gldn⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ and nrcam⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ nerves was considerably reduced, reaching only 26% and 12%, respectively of their wild-type age-matched littermates (Figures 7A and 7B). Since in both gldn⁻/⁻ and nrcam⁻/⁻ mice heminodes do not form, and given that the formation of mature nodes is delayed in nrcam⁻/⁻ mice (Custer et al., 2003), the number of Na⁺ clusters in gldn⁻/⁻ and nrcam⁻/⁻ nerves at this age only reached 59% and 33% of their wild-type controls, respectively. Nevertheless, further genetic ablation of Caspr in both gldn⁻/⁻ and nrcam⁻/⁻ mice resulted in an additional ~40% (45% and 36%, respectively) reduction in the number of Na⁺ channels. In both gldn⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ and nrcam⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ mutant nerves, the total amount of Na⁺ channels had not been changed as determined by western blot analysis (Figure S5B). Furthermore, nodal Na⁺ channel that were still detected in gldn⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ and nrcam⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ mice were frequently abnormal and wider than those of wild-type or gldn⁻/⁻, caspr⁻/⁻, or nrcam⁻/⁻ single mutant nerves (Figures 7C and 7D). Electrophysiological analysis of sciatic nerves dissected from P14 gldn⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ and P7 nrcam⁻/⁻/caspr⁻/⁻ animals showed a striking reduction in conduction velocity (Figures 7E and 7F and Table S1). Taken together, these results indicate that node formation in the PNS is achieved by the clustering of Na⁺ channels at heminodes as well as by constraining their distribution to the nodal gap by the PNJ.

DISCUSSION

The propagation of action potentials in myelinated axons requires the precise localization of Na⁺ channels at the nodes of Ranvier. The accumulation of Na⁺ channels at nodes depends on the presence of intact myelinating glial cells, as evidenced by their abnormal distribution and reduced nerve conduction in demyelinating diseases (Coman et al., 2006; Craner et al., 2003; Lonigro and Devaux, 2009). Here, we provide new insights into the mechanisms that regulate the formation of the nodes of Ranvier in the PNS. We report that myelinating Schwann cells control the molecular assembly of nodes by two distinct mechanisms: (1) clustering Na⁺ channels at heminodes and (2) restricting their distribution between two myelinating segments. These two mechanisms require different adhesion complexes, each of which mediate distinct axon-glial interactions at the developing nodes and the paranodes (Figure 8).
Role of Gliomedin and NF186 in Heminodal Clustering of Na⁺ Channels

An important outcome of this study is the distinction between the underlying molecular mechanisms operating during heminodal clustering and the PNJ-dependent accumulation of Na⁺ channels at mature nodes. Surprisingly, we found that although heminodes are regarded as early precursors of nodes, Na⁺ channels could eventually accumulate at mature nodes even in the absence of heminodal clustering. We demonstrate that Schwann cell-mediated Na⁺ channel clustering at heminodes requires gliomedin, NrCAM and NF186. In the absence of any one of these nodal adhesion components, Na⁺ channels, as well as ankyrin G and βIV spectrin, are not clustered at heminodes, but rather are dispersed throughout the forming nodal gap. These results support our previous observations in vitro, demonstrating that gliomedin provides a glial signal for Na⁺ channel clustering (Eshed et al., 2005). Previously, we, and others, reported that silencing expression of either gliomedin or NF-186 using RNAi inhibits node formation. However, in those studies nodes and heminodes were routinely counted interchangeably (Eshed et al., 2005). Thus, the conclusion that gliomedin and NF186 are required for node formation was based on the analysis of heminodes and not mature nodes. In the present study we show that genetic ablation of either gliomedin or NF186 results in the inhibition of the developmental clustering of Na⁺ channel at heminodes, but not in the eventual accumulation of these channels at mature nodes. Several lines of evidence indicate that NF186 is the functional axonal receptor for gliomedin. First, binding of gliomedin to axons expressing NF186 but not NrCAM (i.e., nrcam−/− axons) induces the formation of node-like clusters. Second, Na⁺ channels are clustered (together with NF186) at heminodes in myelinating cultures containing wild-type Schwann cells and nrcam−/− neurons. Third, although gliomedin and NrCAM are present at heminodes in the absence of neurofascin, their presence is not sufficient for clustering of Na⁺ channels at these sites. In contrast to NF186, the role of axonal NrCAM is less clear. We found that although gliomedin could bind to axonal NrCAM in the absence of NF186 (i.e., nfasc−/− axons), it did not induce nodal-like clusters of ankyrin G and Na⁺ channels. Furthermore, we show that the NrCAM that was present in these clusters lacked its intracellular domain, which is required for its interaction with ankyrin G. It is currently unknown whether the axonal NrCAM lacking the cytoplasmic domain is produced by alternative splicing or by proteolytic cleavage of the transmembrane protein. Our results indicate that although NrCAM is present in axons together with NF186, it is the latter CAM that serves as the axonal receptor that mediates heminodal clustering of Na⁺ channels by gliomedin.

Gliarial NrCAM Traps Gliomedin on the Schwann Cell Microvilli

How does gliomedin, which is released from Schwann cells by proteolytic cleavage of furin and BMP proteases (Eshed et al., 2007; Maertens et al., 2007), get recruited to Schwann cell processes that contact heminodes? Surprisingly, the localization of gliomedin at heminodes depends on glial NrCAM, which until now was thought to be exclusively an axonal CAM (Salzer et al., 2008). Using myelinating cultures containing wild-type Schwann cells and nrcam−/− neurons, we found that a transmembrane form of NrCAM is present at the Schwann cell microvilli. Furthermore, myelinating cultures prepared using different combinations of DRG neurons and Schwann cells isolated from wild-type and nrcam−/− mice, revealed that heminodal clustering of Na⁺ channels requires glial and not axonal NrCAM. These results provide an explanation for why heminodal clustering does not occur in nrcam−/− nerves, which express gliomedin that could potentially induce Na⁺ channel clustering through NF186. In accordance, gliomedin was absent from heminodes in nrcam−/− nerves and cultures, and reappeared at these sites when the expression of glial NrCAM was restored in mixed cultures containing wild-type Schwann cells. In addition to the role of glial NrCAM in localizing gliomedin to the edge of the forming myelin segments, we found that NrCAM enhances the binding of gliomedin to NF186. Together, these findings...
reveal a previously unrecognized role for NrCAM in node formation as a glial signal with gliomedin. The extracellular region of gliomedin contains ofactomedin and collagen domains, which enable its simultaneous interaction with both NrCAM and NF186, as well as with extracellular matrix proteoglycans (Eshed et al., 2005, 2007). Although the exact mechanism is yet to be determined, glial NrCAM may increase the local concentration of gliomedin multimers, thereby enhancing its binding and clustering of NF186. We propose that during myelination, glial NrCAM tethers gliomedin to Schwann cell microvilli. This NrCAM/gliomedin complex serves as a Schwann cell signal for Na⁺ channel clustering at heminodes by binding to axonal NF186. These initial clusters serve as a local nucleating center at the axolemma to which Na⁺ channels and ankyrin G are recruited. In agreement, heminodal clustering of Na⁺ channels requires that the ankyrin G-binding site be present in the cytoplasmic region of NF186 (Dzhashiashvili et al., 2007).

The Paranodal Axoglial Junctions Constrain Na⁺ Channels between Two Myelin Segments

At both CNS and PNS axons, the PNJs form a membrane barrier that separates the juxtaparanodal Kv1 channels from the nodal area (Salzer et al., 2008). In the CNS, PNJs appear prior to nodes (Rasband et al., 1999), are important for their maintenance (Rios et al., 2003), and, as recently demonstrated, are sufficient for their formation (Zonta et al., 2008). However, their role in PNS node formation has remained uncertain given that Na⁺ channel clustering was only minimally affected in mice lacking either Caspr, contactin or NF155 (Bhat et al., 2001; Boyle et al., 2001; Pillai et al., 2009). Our data reveal an additional, PNJ-dependent mechanism for node formation. First, in the absence of heminodal clustering in gldn⁻/⁻ and nrcam⁻/⁻ mice, Na⁺ channels eventually accumulate at mature nodes. Second, Na⁺ channels invade beneath the compact myelin at sites lacking Caspr, indicating that the PNJs restrict the distribution of these channels to the axolemma by the PNJ does not require NF186 and NrCAM. Heminodal clustering of Na⁺ channels and nodal Na⁺ channels (Horresh et al., 2010). Our findings that the role of the PNJ in node formation could be revealed only when nodal axon-glial contact is impaired should assist in these further investigations.

Two Distinct Axoglial Adhesion Systems Assemble the Nodes of Ranvier

Our data reveal that Schwann cells control the assembly of nodal axolemma, which are important for their maintenance (Rios et al., 2003), and, as recently demonstrated, are sufficient for their formation (Zonta et al., 2008). However, their role in PNS node formation has remained uncertain given that Na⁺ channel clustering was only minimally affected in mice lacking either Caspr, contactin or NF155 (Bhat et al., 2001; Boyle et al., 2001; Pillai et al., 2009). Our data reveal an additional, PNJ-dependent mechanism for node formation. First, in the absence of heminodal clustering in gldn⁻/⁻ and nrcam⁻/⁻ mice, Na⁺ channels eventually accumulate at mature nodes. Second, Na⁺ channels invade beneath the compact myelin at sites lacking Caspr, indicating that the PNJs restrict the distribution of these channels to the axolemma by the PNJ does not require NF186 and NrCAM. Heminodal clustering of Na⁺ channels and nodal Na⁺ channels (Horresh et al., 2010). Our findings that the role of the PNJ in node formation could be revealed only when nodal axon-glial contact is impaired should assist in these further investigations.

Two Distinct Axoglial Adhesion Systems Assemble the Nodes of Ranvier

Our data reveal that Schwann cells control the assembly of nodes of Ranvier by two distinct mechanisms (i.e., clustering and restriction), which operates simultaneously during development. The clustering mechanism requires the establishment of axon-glial contact between Schwann cells microvilli and the axolemma, and is mediated by gliomedin, NrCAM, and NF186. In contrast, the restriction mechanism does not require these three nodal CAMs, and instead depends on axon-glial interaction at the PNJ, which is mediated by Caspr, contactin and NF155. We demonstrated each of the two mechanisms is sufficient for the assembly of mature nodes. For example, in caspr⁻/⁻ mice, Na⁺ channels are clustered at heminodes and then in mature nodes, indicating that the heminodal clustering mechanism operates independently from the PNJ and is sufficient to bring Na⁺ channels to mature nodes in the absence of this junction. In agreement, Na⁺ channels are found in mature nodes in peripheral nerves of several paranodal mutant mice, including contactin⁻/⁻, cgt⁻/⁻, cst⁻/⁻, and nf155⁻/⁻ (Boyle et al., 2001; Dupree et al., 1999; Ishibashi et al., 2002; Pillai et al., 2009). In the absence of heminodal clustering, as observed in gldn⁻/⁻ nrcam⁻/⁻ mice, and NF186⁻/⁻ cultures, Na⁺ channels are not clustered at heminodes but nevertheless accumulate in mature nodes that are flanked by PNJs. These results indicate that the clustering mechanism operates at both heminodes and mature nodes, while the PNJ-mediated accumulation of Na⁺ channels primarily occurs at mature nodes. It should be emphasized that during PNS node formation, heminodal clustering and PNJ-mediated restriction are likely to work in concert with additional mechanisms that may clear Na⁺ channels from beneath the myelin in the internodes (Eshed et al., 2005) and regulate their interaction with the nodal cytoskeletal anchor (Susuki and Rasband, 2008). Interestingly, during their accumulation at nodes in the absence of heminodal clustering, Na⁺ channels were invariably associated with ankyrin G and βIV spectrin, both of which were previously shown to have essential roles in organizing and stabilizing the nodes (Dzhashiashvili et al., 2007; Komada and Soriano, 2002). This implies that while heminodal and paranodal mechanisms of node formation require different adhesion complexes, both are likely to depend on the same cytoplasmic anchoring proteins. In conclusion, we show that both heminodal clustering and PNJ-mediated restriction of Na⁺ channels take place simultaneously during the development of myelinated peripheral nerves. These two
processes cooperate and provide reciprocal backup systems to ensure that Na⁺ channels are found at high density at the nodes.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Generation of Mutant Mice**

Gliomedin targeting vector was designed to replace exons 9–10, encoding the olfactomedin domain, with an FRT-PGK-neo-FRT cassette (Gene Bridges). Genomic DNA was cloned from BAC (RPC22 library) by recombinating using the following primers: 5′-TAT AAG ATC TTC TGG CCC CAC GTG TTA TCC, 5′-AAG ACT CGA GTG ACC CAG TAT CCT TCC TCA A, 5′-ACA CCC GCG GGA GGA AGA AGA CTC TTA CCC, 5′-TGG TGT CGA CTC GGA CCC GTA ATC ATG TCC TCA TTG. ES cells were electroporated with the linearized targeting construct, and recombinant ES clones were selected with G418. Clones containing correctly targeted integrations were identified by Southern blot analysis, of Sall (5′RM) and BglII (3′RM) digested genomic DNA. Probes were prepared using the following primers: 3′-CAC CGT GGA CTC ATC TTG GG, 5′-GCC TGG CCC TCT TTA TGG CG, and for the 3′ probe: 3′-GCT AAA CAA CAA CAA GTT TGG AAA C, 5′-CCT ACA TTC ATG CAA TGG TAA TC. Positive ES clones were used to produce chimeric mice by aggregation, as described before (Poliak et al., 2003). Heterozygous caspr+/- (Gollan et al., 2003) nrcam+/- (Custer et al., 2003) and nfasc+/- (Sherman et al., 2005) mice were crossed to generate different double mutants. All lines were backcrossed once to ICR, and analysis was done on F2–F6 generation. At least three mice of each genotype were used for EM and immunofluorescence analysis. All experiments were performed in compliance with the relevant laws and institutional guidelines and were approved by the Weizmann Institute’s Animal Care and Use Committee.

** Constructs and Antibodies**

FC-fusion constructs of gliomedin and NrCAM were described formerly. Rabbit polyclonal antibodies against gliomedin (Eshed et al., 2007), Caspr (Peles et al., 1997), NrCAM (Lustig et al., 2001), mouse monoclonal antibodies against gliomedin (Eshed et al., 2005), and Caspr (Poliak et al., 1999) were all described. Rat antibodies against Caspr and NrCAM were raised against the same antigens as the rabbit antibodies. A rabbit antibody against beta IV spectrin (S1515) and a mouse anti-Nan pan antibody (S8809) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich; mouse anti-ankyrin G (sc 12719) from Santa Cruz Biotechnology; mouse anti-MAG (513) from Roche; rat anti-MBP (MAB3836) and rat anti-NF-H (MAB5448) from Chemicon. Rabbit anti-Nan pan antibody (098-21) was kindly provided by Dr. R. Levinson; mouse monoclonal antibody to neurofascin (A4/3.4) was a gift from Dr. M. Raskind.

**Electron Microscopy**

Mice were anesthetized using a lethal dose of ketamine/xylazine (1:10) injected intraperitoneally. Anesthetized animals were perfused with a fixative containing 0.11M NaOH (pH 7.4). Perfused animals were next incubated in the fixative intraperitoneally. Anesthetized animals were perfused with a fixative containing 0.11M NaOH (pH 7.4). Perfused animals were next incubated in the fixative for 2 weeks at 4°C. Excised sciatic nerves were processed as previously described (Poliak et al., 2003), and were examined using a Philips CM-12 transmission electron microscope.

**Immunofluorescence Labeling and Clustering Experiments**

Teased sciatic nerves and frozen sections were prepared and immunolabeled as previously described (Poliak et al., 2003). DRG myelinating cultures were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min at RT, and immunolabeled as previously described (Eshed et al., 2005). Clustering experiments on DRG neurons were performed as previously described (Eshed et al., 2005). Briefly, DRGs of E13 genotyped mouse embryos were trypsinized, seeded on Matrigel (BD Biosciences), and Poly-D-Lysine (Sigma Aldrich)-coated 13 mm slides and grown in BN medium containing Basal medium–Eagle, ITS supplement, 0.2% BSA, 4 mg/ml D-glucose (all from Sigma Aldrich), glutamax ( GibCO), 50 ng/ml NGF (Almone Labs), and antibiotics. To induce myelination, cultures were grown in BNC medium, namely a BN medium supplemented with 15% heat inactivated fetal calf serum (replacing the BSA) and 50 µg/ml L-ascorbic acid (Sigma Aldrich) for 12 additional days. Rat Schwann cell cultures and purified DRG neurons were prepared as previously described (Eshed et al., 2005). For the isolation of mouse Schwann cells, DRG of E13 mouse embryos were trypsinized, suspended in NB medium and seeded on 10 cm Matrigel–coated plates. The next day medium was changed to BN, in which the culture was grown for one more week. Cells were next trypsinized, resuspended in Mouse Schwann Cells Proliferation Medium (MSCPM) containing 2/3 SCPM (Spiegel et al., 2007) and 1/3 Rat Schwann cell conditioned medium, and seeded on 10 cm Primera plates (BD Falcon). The next day cells were incubated with PBS at room temperature until most Schwann cells had detached while fibroblasts remained attached. Schwann cells were resuspended in MSCPM and grown on Poly-L-Lysine (Sigma Aldrich)-coated 10 cm plates until confluent. For the generation of DRG neurons/Schwann cells cocultures, confluent Schwann cells grown for 3 days in DME with 10% fetal calf serum were trypsinized and added to purified DRG neurons at a density of 2 x 10⁵ cells per slide. After 4–7 days in BN medium, cultures were induced to myelinate using a BNC medium.

**Electrophysiology**

Sciatic nerves conductivity measurements were performed essentially as described previously (Poliak et al., 2003). Briefly, sciatic nerves were dissected and placed in a temperature controlled recording chamber set to 37°C. The ends of the nerves were drawn into suction electrodes for stimulation and recording of compound action potentials. Signals were amplified, digitized, recorded, and analyzed on a laboratory computer using pClamp10 program (Molecular Devices). At least seven animals of each genotype were sacrificed for evaluation of compound action potential propagation.

**Clustering Experiments**

The clustering experiments were performed as previously described (Eshed et al., 2005). Briefly, DRG neurons were grown for 17 days on slides coated with 100 µg/ml Poly-D-lysine (Sigma) and 10 µg/ml laminin (Sigma) before binding. The neurons were then incubated with medium containing FC fusion proteins that were already incubated with Cy3-conjugated anti-human Fc (Jackson Laboratories) as described previously (Gollan et al., 2003), washed once with Neurobasal medium and grown for additional 48 hr before fixing and staining. Quantification was performed using Velocity software (Improvisation). Clusters of 0.1–10 µm in size in each field of view were counted. At least seven independent experiments were performed

**Statistical Analysis**

In the experiments where multiple samples were compared, statistical significance was determined using a one-way ANOVA test. To further analyze which experimental group differed from the relevant control group, planned comparisons were done by two tails t test, according to Bonferroni correction.
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A Glial Signal Consisting of Gliomedin and NrCAM Clusters Axonal Na\(^+\) Channels during the Formation of Nodes of Ranvier

Konstantin Feinberg, Yael Eshed-Eisenbach, Shahar Frechter, Veronique Amor, Daniela Salomon, Helena Sabanay, Jeffrey L. Dupree, Martin Grumet, Peter J. Brophy, Peter Shrager, and Elior Peles

**Fig. S1 (related to Figure 2).** Adult mice lacking gliomedin exhibit normal nodal environs. Nodes (labeled for NF186), PNJs (labeled for Caspr) and juxtaparanodes (labeled for Kv1.2) are present along sciatic nerves of two month-old *gldn\(^{-}\)\(^{-}\) mice similar to their wt littermates. Scale bars: upper panel 10\(\mu\)m; lower panel 5\(\mu\)m.
Fig. S2 (related to Figure 3). A. Na⁺ channels accumulate at nodes in the absence of NF186. Na⁺ channels and ankyrin G accumulate at nodes when wild type Schwann cells myelinate neurofascin null (wt SC;nf⁻/⁻ N). Nodes (arrowheads) and PNJs (labeled for Caspr; asterisks) are not formed in nfasc⁺⁻ myelinating cultures. Myelin is labeled with an antibody to MBP. B. Gliomedin and NrCAM are present at heminodes in the absence of NF186. Myelinated wild type (wt) or wt SC;nf⁻/⁻ N cultures were immunolabeled using antibodies to NF186, NrCAM, gliomedin (Gldn) and MBP. Scale bars: A, 5μm; B, 4μm.
Fig. S3A (related to Figure 5). A transmembrane form of glial NrCAM is present at heminodes. Myelinating cultures of DRG neurons and Schwann cells isolated from wild type (wt) and nrcam null mice (nrcam<sup>−/−</sup>), or cultures containing wild type Schwann cells and nrcam<sup>−/−</sup> neurons (wt SC/nrcam<sup>−/−</sup> N), were immunolabeled using antibodies to Na<sup>+</sup> channels (NaCh) and MBP together with an antibody directed to the cytoplasmic (NrCAM-Cyto) or the extracellular (NrCAM-ECD) domain of NrCAM. A transmembrane form of NrCAM from glial origin is detected at both nodes and heminodes (arrowheads). B. NrCAM enhances binding of gliomedin to DRG neurons. DRG neurons were incubated with the extracellular domain of gliomedin (Gldn-Fc), NrCAM (NrCAM-Fc), a mixture containing both proteins (Gldn-Fc+NrCAM-Fc), or a mixture containing the extracellular domain of gliomedin and NF186 (Gldn-Fc+NF186-Fc). Binding of the Fc-fusion proteins is shown, along with immunolabeling of the cultures with an antibody to bIII tubulin (insets). Quantification of the amount of clusters (surface area) per field of view (FOV) is presented on the right. The experiments were repeated three times. Error bars, SD of n=10 fields for each (**p < 0.001). Scale bars: 5 μm.
Fig. S4 (related to Figure 6). Developmental accumulation of nodal components in gldn<sup>−/−</sup> and nrcam<sup>−/−</sup> mice. Immunolabeling of teased sciatic nerve fibers isolated from six day-old wild type (wt; A-B), gldn<sup>−/−</sup> (C-D), or nrcam<sup>−/−</sup> (E-F) mice, using antibodies to βIV spectrin and Caspr. Note that while βIV is clustered at heminodes in the wild type nerve, it is accumulated near Caspr-labeled PNJs in the mutant nerves. Arrowheads mark heminodal clusters in wild type nerves. Scale bar: 5μm.
Fig. S5 (related to Figure 7). A. Nodal morphology of gldn<sup>−/−</sup>/caspr<sup>−/−</sup> and nrcam<sup>−/−</sup>/caspr<sup>−/−</sup> mice. Semithin sections showing normal appearance of peripheral myelin in wt (A,C) and double mutant mice (B,D). E-J. Electron microscopy images of the nodal area in sciatic nerves isolated from P12 (E-G) and P7 (H-J) double heterozygous (E,H) and double homozygous (F-G, I-J) animals. The location of Schwann cell microvilli (MV) and the paranodal loops (PNL) are marked in the first panels. Schwann cell microvilli of gldn<sup>−/−</sup>/caspr<sup>−/−</sup> have deteriorated (arrows), and occasionally invade beneath the paranodal loops (arrowheads). In nrcam<sup>−/−</sup>/caspr<sup>−/−</sup> nerves the microvilli penetrate the area between the paranodal loops and the axolemma (arrowhead). B. Expression of Na<sup>+</sup> channels in sciatic nerves. Immunoblot analysis of sciatic nerves isolated from P6 wild type (wt), gldn<sup>−/−</sup>/caspr<sup>−/−</sup>, or nrcam<sup>−/−</sup>/caspr<sup>−/−</sup> mice, using antibodies to Na<sup>+</sup> channels (NaCh), or vinculin as control. Numbers on the right indicate the location of molecular mass markers in kDa. Scale bars: A-D, 20μm; E-J, 0.5μm.
**Table S1. Summary of the different genotypes used in this study.** NCV - nerve conduction velocity; -/+ indicate the formation of normal nodes (N) and heminodes (HN).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Phenotype</th>
<th>NCV (m/sec)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>HN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>wt</strong></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>10.2 ± 4.6</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>gldn</strong></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>7.4 ± 2.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>nrcam</strong></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>caspr</strong></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>4.5 ± 3.1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>gldn</strong> + <strong>caspr</strong></td>
<td>Strong congenital ataxia appears at P5, die at P15</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>nrcam</strong> - <strong>caspr</strong></td>
<td>Strong congenital ataxia appears at P4, acquired paralysis die at P8</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>nfasc</strong></td>
<td>Paralyzed, die at P7</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table S2. Nodal composition in myelinated cultures.** DRG neurons and Schwann cells isolated from the indicated genotypes were co-cultured. The localization of gliomedin (Gldn), Neurofascin 186 (NF186), NrCAM, βIV spectrin (βIV), ankyrin G (AnkG) and Na⁺ channels (NaCh) at nodes, as well as that of Caspr at the PNJ, were determined by immunofluorescence.